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Category Score Percentile
Overall Impression 9.0/10 (98 percentile)
Plot 9.0/10 (97 percentile)
Characterization 9.0/10 (97 percentile)
Concept 10.0/10 (99 percentile)
Originality 8.0/10 (93 percentile)
Style 9.0/10 (98 percentile)
Structure 9.0/10 (97 percentile)
Dialogue 9.0/10 (97 percentile)
Overall Weighted Percentile 98
Note: Percentiles are based on historical data of 
scores given out by this analyst.
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Former freelance journalist with a Masters in journalism earned in 
Dublin, Ireland in 2011. Screenwriter with multiple television projects 
in development in Canada. Works as a Development Executive for a highly 
respected independent production company. 
Favorite Movies: The Shining, In the Name of the Father, Sunset Blvd., 
The Apartment, Fargo
Favorite Shows: The X-Files, Millennium, Happy Valley, Frasier, The 
Twilight Zone
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What worked? 
 
Strong character development, steady pacing, and a smart 
narrative at the core of this unique take on Shakespeare’s 
OTHELLO, help to power this script. The protagonists are 
incredibly well developed and highly unique – we don’t often 
see these types of individuals together on screen in this 
manner, in this style of narrative… so from that regard it’s a 
really fresh take on the classic tale.  
 
You craft the narrative incredibly well in this script, which 
turns on the character action/development as opposed to the 
hook. You understand that the conceit cannot outweigh the 
character in this type of story (or in any story, to be honest 
– character first!) and the result is an engaging tale. I 
loved the atmosphere and the setting – you’ve crafted a truly 
engaging narrative here that grabbed me with its distinctive 
approach.  
 
The relationship between Zora and Alex is obviously what 
powers this narrative, but it’s rare to find such onscreen 
chemistry in the writing as we do here. Each and every time 
these two share a scene together I found myself absolutely 
captivated. There’s a stark contrast between the two that goes 
well beyond skin color and the surface-level traits that 
divide them.  
 
Somehow, though, these two are meant to be together and 
watching their relationship blossom from that early scene in 
which they take Cecelia to the park and a stranger mistakes 
her for their daughter to their final moments together, I 
found myself entirely lost in their relationship and willing 
to embrace it for what it was while also questioning it for 
the very same reason. The narrative lingered with me for quite 
some time after finishing this script (and still does to be 
honest) and I can honestly say I haven’t read anything this 
engrossing in quite some time.  
 
You’re most definitely on the right track here and while there 
will be obvious challenges to selling this particular script  
(I’ll note those below), I think you’ve crafted a truly 
engaging and unique narrative that’s as emotive and heartfelt 
as it is fresh. I commend you on a job very well done.  
 



What didn’t work? 
 
My biggest point of contention with the plot as it stands is 
that the first kiss between the two leads feels far too swift 
and matter of fact. I’d like to see some build up, some way of 
making the reader THINK they know what this relationship is 
until there’s a few awkward beats and suddenly they’re saying 
WHAT THE HELL is this? Tease it out a bit more, and when it’s 
time really go for it! 
 
That aside, the plot is astounding and the character 
development is incredibly strong. You had me very early on, 
which is key because if you can’t win a reader over within the 
first 15 pages, you’ve lost them. That being said, there are 
obvious challenges to selling this piece despite the fact that 
it’s clearly based on rather well known material. The notion 
of a brother and sister in love is certainly controversial, no 
matter what the context may be. I think it may turn many 
producers off and the pre-salability of a script like this is 
difficult. Fortunately, it’s a low budget production with 
incredible casting potential. Stay engaged and really try and 
sell this script as best you can – it’s well worth the effort, 
even if many will fail to see the potential.  
 
Again – really amazing work! Best of luck with it!  


